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Experiences and opinions represented here are from my personal perspective of creating open source hardware designs that first and foremost run Linux.
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Here is a reference design, if you use it exactly as given, it will work!
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Here is a reference design with one example of implementation and if you change it, you better check the datasheet!
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The things that provide the greatest strengths for both ARM and x86 are also their greatest weaknesses.
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- Pathway Forward
  - **x86 → embedded** – relaxing standards - easy
  - **ARM → server** – enforcing standards - hard
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  - Peripherals (Pro-x86/Con-ARM)
    - Too many options
    - Lack of example configurations
    - Design for least common denominator
    - USB PHY on PandaBoard
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- Software
  - Cross/Native Compile
  - PinMuxing
  - Mainline Linux Support
    - Evil Vendor Trees
    - Distribution Selection
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SYSTEMD
Questions?

http://www.elinux.org/SOC_Spies